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a b s t r a c t

Hydrogen is widely recognised as an important option for future road transportation, but a

widespread infrastructure must be developed if the potential for hydrogen is to be ach-

ieved. This paper and related appendices which can be downloaded as Supplementary

material present a mixed-integer linear programming model (called SHIPMod) that opti-

mises a hydrogen supply chains for scenarios of hydrogen fuel demand in the UK,

including the spatial arrangement of carbon capture and storage infrastructure. In addition

to presenting a number of improvements on past practice in the literature, the paper fo-

cuses attention on the importance of assumptions regarding hydrogen demand. The paper

draws on socio-economic data to develop a spatially detailed scenario of possible hydrogen

demand. The paper then shows that assumptions about the level and spatial dispersion of

hydrogen demand have a significant impact on costs and on the choice of hydrogen pro-

duction technologies and distribution mechanisms.

Copyright ª 2013, The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction infrastructure by modelling optimal hydrogen supply chains
A widespread infrastructure must be developed if the poten-

tial for hydrogen as an option for future road transportation

is to be achieved. In recent years, a literature has

emerged examining the potential development of hydrogen
under the terms of the C
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(HSCs). This paper contributes to this literature by developing

a spatially-explicit multi-period mixed-integer linear pro-

gramming (MILP) model, called SHIPMod (Spatial Hydrogen

Infrastructure Model), and applying it to scenarios for the

United Kingdom.
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This paper contributes to the literature by discussing

methodological developments and policy insights. Among the

former, this is the first paper presenting a spatially-explicit

multi-period MILP model:

- Incorporating analysis of the drivers influencing spatial and

temporal H2 demand;

- Presenting the equations for CCS pipelines;

- Applying discounting and taking into account residual value

of the infrastructure;

- Examining a diffusion scenario located within the wider

optimal context of an energy system model;

- Utilising a hierarchical approach which substantially im-

proves the computational efficiency, and hence enables

greater model complexity.

In addition to modelling hydrogen penetration based on

underlying socio-economic factors, the paper assesses how

technological choice is affected by the trade-off between

economies of scale, favouring large plants, and transport

costs, favouring local and smaller plants. The paper then ex-

amines whether technological choice is influenced by the

dispersion, level and penetration rate of hydrogen demand.

Finally, the paper investigates the implications on the optimal

configuration of the system if hydrogen is produced from

biomass e essentially biomass gasification is dropped from

the set of production technologies which can be selected by

SHIPMod. While this analysis is hypothetical, it reflects the

unsettled nature of the debate about the carbon neutrality and

sustainability of bioenergy.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly surveys

the existing literature reporting the modelling of hydrogen

supply chains, and highlights the ways in which the paper

presents an advance on previously published work. Section 3

then provides a narrative description of the model. The

detailedmathematical formulation of themodel, and the data

used, is available in full as supplementary online material

(Appendices AeF). Section 4 sets out the modelling of

hydrogen demand scenarios, examining possible patterns of

demand across both time and space as a transition unfolds.

Section 5 describes the scenarios examined using the model,

and Section 6 reports and discusses the key results from those

scenarios. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
1 In order to ensure computability, a number of additional
simplifications are introduced with regard to the potential pipe-
line links. No information is provided on how demand centres are
selected.
2. Literature survey

A considerable interest in optimisation methods to model the

introduction of hydrogen into the passenger transport sector

has been witnessed in recent years. As discussed in Agnolucci

and McDowall [1], optimisation techniques have been

employed across a number of spatial scales, notably at na-

tional scales by applying bottom-up energy system models,

and at regional and local scales by utilising Mixed Integer

Linear Programming (MILP) models with explicit spatial rep-

resentation of the hydrogen network. At the regional scale,

MILP is by far the most commonly adopted approach used to

model spatially explicit Hydrogen Supply Chains (HSC). This

brief literature survey focuses on papers presenting a full

description of fully-optimised MILP models. Among these
papers, one can identify three families of models used to

represent HSCs: Almansoori and Shah [2], Johnson and Ogden

[3], and Parker et al. [4].

Parker et al. [4] present a nonlinear model maximising

profits from a waste-based HSC, where the hydrogen price is

taken as input to the optimisation problem. The paper takes

into account a wide array of costs including production,

transportation e both local and intercity e and refuelling

stations. A number of constraints ensure that the optimal

solution satisfies the capacity of the components of the HSC

(in terms of feedstock availability, conversion facilities,

hydrogen terminals and delivery options to retail stations)

while ensuring that flows across the components take into

account any loss factor. Given a list of potential sites for the

hydrogen infrastructure, one can then compute the total costs

of the HSC.1

The logic of the model in Johnson and Ogden [3] is similar

to Parker et al. [4], although the HSC in the former is simpler.

This model minimises the production and delivery cost of

meeting a certain level of demand for hydrogen. Only pipe-

lines are considered as a deliverymode, thereforemaking this

model unsuitable to explore early states of transition to

hydrogen when other transport modes are expected to be

competitive, as discussed in Yang andOgden [5]. In addition to

the techno-economic specification, the model needs the

following input: location andmagnitude of hydrogen demand,

location of potential hydrogen production plants, and a

candidate pipeline network for connecting supply and

demand.

Almansoori and Shah [2] model primary energy sources,

production (Steam Methane Reforming, Coal Gasification,

Biomass Gasification and Water Electrolysis), storage plants,

and transportation through tanker truck or railway tank car.

The mix between liquid and compressed gas hydrogen is

however assumed exogenously. Penetration rates of hydrogen

are constant across regions. In the objective function the au-

thors sum costs, which are split in terms of production, stor-

age, transportation, and primary energy sources, occurring in

different years rather than discounting them to a common

year before summing them up, which would be more appro-

priate. The model in Almansoori and Shah [2] has been

improved by a number of authors by introducing the modifi-

cations described below.
2.1. Additional delivery modes

Pipelines and ships have been introduced by Han et al. [6] and

Sabio et al. [7] but also by Kamarudin et al. [8] and Kim et al. [9]

although no detailed description of the equations is provided

in the last two articles. In Sabio et al. [7], pipelines are intro-

duced in the model through an originedestination matrix,

implying that two neighbouring regions exporting to a third

would require the construction of two completely distinct

pipelines. Han et al. [6] introduce pipelines and ships by

applying the subtour elimination constraints from the
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Travelling Salesman Problem, although it is unclear whether

this framework, implying that each geographical area needs

to be delivered a certain good and that the delivery journey

visits each area only once, is appropriate for any hydrogen

delivery mode.

2.2. Multi-objective optimisation

Multi-objective optimisation has been implemented in Kim

and Moon [10], Sabio et al. [7], Brey et al. [11], Hugo et al. [12]

and in Li et al. [13] although the last three articles do not

present a complete description of the model. All of these ar-

ticles optimise the model through the familiar 3-constraint

method. Kim and Moon [9] minimise total costs in the system

alongside risk implied by the systems. Sabio et al. [7] adopt an

objective function comprising nine variables, one related to

costs, the other eight to Life Cycle Analysis indicators. Brey

et al. [11] take into account cost, environmental quality and

the preferences expressed by the government in relation to

use of different energy sources. Finally, Hugo et al. [12] and Li

et al. [13] take into account economic costs as well asWell-To-

Wheel Greenhouse Gases Emissions.

2.3. Discounting costs

This appears to have been done only by Sabio et al. [7], where

costs for each period are discounted back to a common time

period and then summed, therefore avoiding summing costs

sustained in different time periods.

2.4. Introducing stochasticity

Kim et al. [9] pair a stochastic specification of hydrogen

transportation and demand with a deterministic specification

of production and storage on the basis that the existing pro-

duction and storage infrastructure will in practice supply a

time-varying level of demand. Considering that the stochastic

component implies at most a 1.7% change in the costs

compared to a fully deterministic model, the practical impli-

cations of the stochasticity allowed in the article are minimal

and probably dwarfed by the uncertainty related to the value

of the cost parameters used in the study.

The model presented in this article is a refinement of

Almansoori and Shah [2] introducing the following

improvements:

- We develop a scenario of hydrogen demand across time

informed by the outputs of an energy system model and

developing at a rate comparable to historical precedents.We

allow for different demand penetration rates across

geographical areas, with the demand for each area deter-

mined by factors as income, cars per household and edu-

cation. As far as we are aware this is the first study to

combine analysis of the factors determining the possible

spatial and temporal pattern demand for hydrogen with the

optimisation of the infrastructure needed to deliver it;

- We allow for carbon capture technology at H2 production

sites and CO2 delivered by pipes to a number of existing

storage reservoirs. Konda et al. [14] is the only other

example in the literature modelling pipelines for CCS,
although the authors present only a qualitative description

of themodel. As far as we are aware this is the first time that

equations for themodelling of CCS pipelines in a regionally-

disaggregatedMILP are published in the hydrogen literature;

- We simultaneously model both liquid (LH2) and compressed

gaseous hydrogen (GH2), the split between the two being

determined endogenously rather than assumed exoge-

nously. This has been implemented by Han et al. [6] for a

staticmodel but we have not seen any author implementing

it for a multi-period model;

- We use a discount factor formulation like the one discussed

in Sabio et al. [7]. We also take into account of the fact that

the implications of the fact that one time period in the

model is representative of more than one year, as in Akgul

et al. [15]. In order not to bias the optimisation, we also

consider the remaining value of the hydrogen infrastructure

which is subtracted from the total costs;

- We include filling stations needed to retail hydrogen to final

consumers and allow for decentralised production tech-

nologies to be located at the station;

- We place the optimisation of HSC within the wider context

of a scenario of optimal energy system evolution by using as

inputs a number of outputs, notably introduction year of

hydrogen, level of CO2 tax and CO2 intensity of electricity,

from a MARKAL energy systems model developed for the

United Kingdom;

- We adopt a modified ‘neighbourhood flow’ approach, which

has been developed based on that described in Akgul et al.

[16] and developed a hierarchical approach to solve the large

scale model introduced in this paper which substantially

improves the computational efficiency, and hence enables

greater model complexity.
3. Model description

In this section we succinctly discuss the specification and the

components of the model. A more detailed description can be

found in the appendices which can be downloaded as

Supplementary material.
3.1. Mathematical specification

The optimal design of a hydrogen supply chain involves

several decisions, including locations, technologies and scales

of hydrogen production plants, storage and filling stations,

and transport system characteristics. The overall hydrogen

supply chain problem under consideration is stated as fol-

lows. Given:

- hydrogen demand in each region and time period;

- characteristics of hydrogen production technologies, stor-

age, filling stations, transportation modes and CO2

pipelines;

- carbon tax per unit of CO2, carbon emission and capture

factors;

- locations of the CO2 collection points and reservoirs,

reservoir capacities and their connections to the collection

points;

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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Fig. 1 e Illustration of the solution procedure through the

proposed hierarchical approach.
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SHIPMod determines in each time period the optimal:

- location, scale and type of hydrogen production plants,

storage facilities, filling stations, and transport models, as

well as location and size of onshore and offshore CO2 pipes;

- hydrogen production rates and stored amounts;

- flows of hydrogen and CO2 between regions, and CO2 flows

between collection points and reservoirs, as well as CO2

inventory levels of the reservoirs.

So as to minimise the total supply chain network cost (TC)

which consists of facilities capital cost (FCC), CO2 pipelines

capital cost (PCC) and transportation capital cost (TCC), facil-

ities operating cost (FOC), CO2 pipelines operating cost (POC),

transportation operating cost (TOC) and cost of carbon emis-

sions (CEC) terms as follows:

TC ¼ FCCþ PCCþ TCCþ FOCþ POCþ TOCþ CEC (1)

The objective is minimised with respect to demand, pro-

duction, storage, filling stations, transportation and CCS

constraints. The details of the mathematical formulation are

given in Appendices A and B.

SHIPMod adopts a modified “neighbourhood flow” repre-

sentation for the purpose of problem size reduction and

computational efficiency. In this approach, which has been

developed based on thework of Akgul et al. [16], amaterial can

flow from the origin to the destination point by the addition of

sequential neighbourhood flows. This approach is introduced

into themathematical formulation through a set,Ngg0 which is

defined as:

Ngg0 : ðg; g0Þ where LRgg0 � LRgg00 þ LRg00g0 cgsg0sg00˛G (2)

For each region g, this set includes its immediate neigh-

bours as well as those where the direct distance from region g

to g0 is less than or equal to the total distance travelled when

following a different route through regions g, g00 and g0 with the

same start point g and destination point g0. Due to the high

computational requirements, the model is solved using a hi-

erarchical approachwhich consists of two steps, as illustrated

in Fig. 1. In the first step, we treat 3 integer and binary vari-

ables as continuous and we solve the model to determine the

location, scale and technology of production plants in the last

time period, defined through the variable: NPjpig,T. The vari-

ables treated as continuous, which have been chosen on the

basis of highest impact on computational time, are:

- Umgt: binary variable that represents establishment of m�1

production facilities in region g in time period t;

- NSspigt: integer variable that represents the number of stor-

age facilities of type s and size p located in region g in time

period t; and

- NFfpigt: integer variable that represents the number of filling

stations of type f and size p located in region g in time period

t.

In the second step, we compute the optimal evolution of

the supply chain network configuration through time after

fixing NPjpigT. for the last time period, t ¼ T, according to the

solution from the step above. The optimality gap is set to 5%
and to 1% for the first and second steps of the proposed hi-

erarchical approach, respectively.
3.2. Model components

The components of SHIPMod are regions; physical form of

hydrogen, i.e. liquid (LH2) and compressed form (GH2); pro-

duction and storage technologies allowing for different plant

sizes; transportation modes to distribute hydrogen across re-

gions; filling stations of different types and sizes; and finally

CO2 capture and infrastructure needed to dispose of it into the

reservoirs. The remainder of this section briefly discusses

each component of the system and explains how the relevant

parameters have been obtained.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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3.3. Regions

The regions in this study are based on the NUTS 2, a wide-

spread taxonomy used by the Office for National Statistics and

other governmental bodies. The list of the regions can be seen

in Table C1 in Appendix C.

3.4. Physical forms of hydrogen

The model presented in this article allows for simultaneous

modelling of compressed gas (GH2) and liquid form (LH2). LH2

benefits from cheaper storage and transport but requires

liquefaction, an expensive process both in term of capital and

operational costs.

3.5. Production technologies

Following a number of articles in the literature, for example

Ref. [2], we select four technologies for hydrogen production in

SHIPMod, i.e. Steam Methane Reforming (SMR), Coal Gasifi-

cation (CG), Biomass Gasification (BG) and Electrolysis. We

consider existing production for hydrogen, facilities through

theNP0jpig variable in themodel. Other production technologies

including hydrogen from waste and biological hydrogen have

not been included so far in SHIPMod, as we feel that the

former may have only a relatively small role in the UK while

the latter is at a relatively early technological stage implying

considerable uncertainty with regard to costs estimates. It is

worth mentioning that different technologies which could be

used in the production of electricity, in particular, wind and

solar, are not considered explicitly, although they might be

introduced in SHIPMod by having several prices for electricity,

one for each technology used in the production factor.

Although this would be a promising approach to take into

account surplus electricity from intermitting sources which

would not be used in the power system unless it can be stored

by hydrogen or any other storage medium, this is not imple-

mented in the current version of SHIPMod. In the case of SMR,

CG and BG the model incorporates plants with and without

Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS). For each technology

we consider both plants producing GH2 and LH2, the obvious

difference being a liquefaction plant added to the latter.

Considering the additional technical component and elec-

tricity requirement, LH2 implies higher capital costs and unit

production cost than GH2. In terms of size this article includes

distributed, small, medium and large plants.

Values related to minimum and maximum production

capacities of the plants are presented in Table D2 in Appendix

D. The values of the capital costs in Table D1 for GH2 are taken

from Refs. [17,18] with the exception of the values for Medium

SMR and Small BG which are taken from Refs. [19,20],

respectively. The values for LH2 comprise the capital of the

production and of the liquefaction plant. Costs for liquefac-

tion units are taken from Ref. [20]. All values have been scaled

to the maximum capacity of each plant in Table D1 based on

the size factors from Ref. [17]. In terms of Unit Production Cost

(i.e. the sum of fuel and operating costs per unit production),

we have implemented the techno-economic analysis

described in Appendix C of Almansoori [21]. We have updated

the values in Ref. [21] to include the capital costs described
above as well as primary sources prices which are more

reflective of the current and expected future market condi-

tions. Natural gas price used in the analysis is 1.9 p/kWh, i.e.

the average price paid by UK interruptible consumers, i.e. the

consumer paying the cheapest price, over the period

2008e2011 [22]. Note that this implies a price of 8.2 Dollars/

Million BTU against the 2.5 used in Ref. [21]. The electricity

price used in our computation is 5.4 p/kWh from Ref. [22]

which implies about 0.08 USD per kWh against the 0.05

assumed in Ref. [21]. Resulting Unit Production Costs are

shown in Table D3.

3.6. Transportation modes

Two transportationmodes are considered in SHIPMod: trailers

transporting GH2 and tankers transporting LH2. As one can see

in Table D4 in Appendix D, tankers are almost twice as

expensive as trailers although they are much cheaper per

transported unit. Most of the parameters from Table D4 are

taken from Ref. [2] with the exception of the price of the fuel

used by trailers and tankers which is set at the dollar equiv-

alent of 1.50 British pounds per litre, minimum flow rate

which is set equal to the size of a single unit as described in

Ref. [20], and capital costs which were also sourced from

Ref. [20].

3.7. Storage plants

Storage parameters have been sourced from the US H2A

database [23]. As one can see in Table D5 in Appendix D

storing GH2 is considerably more expensive than storing LH2,

a factor which helps offset the cost of liquefaction needed to

produce LH2.

3.8. Filling stations

Three types of filling stations are considered in SHIPMod,

namely stations receiving LH2 by tanker, stations receiving

GH2 by trailer and finally stations with an on-site production

plant. In all cases, hydrogen is retailed in GH2 form for use in

passenger vehicles. In the case of stations with on-site

production plants we consider only large stations, while in

the other two cases we consider small, medium and large

stations, i.e. servicing a maximum of 72, 167 and 333 cars per

day. As one can see Table D6 in Appendix D, stations

receiving LH2 are considerably pricier than stations receiving

GH2, due to the former requiring high pressure storage, LH2

storage, evaporators and cryogenic compressors. Stations

receiving hydrogen delivered by tube trailer are cheapest, as

they are assumed not to require onsite storage (which is

instead provided by the delivered hydrogen tubes, the cost of

which is represented in the cost of tube trailers rather than in

the fuelling station cost). Stations with on-site production

are more expensive due to the required onsite storage. Note

that the cost of the hydrogen production technologies that

must be installed adjacent to stations with on-side produc-

tion is not included in the capital cost of the station, but

rather in the cost of the production technologies shown in

Table D1. The technical specification of the filling stations

can be seen in Table D7.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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3.9. CO2 emissions

CO2 emissions from hydrogen production depend on the

carbon content per MJ of the energy sources used in the pro-

duction process; the efficiency of the plants e mainly sourced

from Ref. [17]; the electricity consumption of the plant;

whether the hydrogen is produced in liquid or compressed gas

form; and finally; whether CO2 is being sequestered or not.

Table E1 in Appendix E shows the emission factors of

electricity which were taken from the MARKAL scenario pre-

sented in Dodds and McDowall [24]. For each plant and tech-

nology type in this study, Figs. E1 and E2 display the amount of

CO2 emitted per kg of H2. Fig. E3 shows the amount of CO2

sequestered per kg of H2 in the plants fitted with CCS. In order

to sequester CO2, SHIPMod assumes that one has to build on-

shore pipes from the plant up to the collection points and off-

shore pipes from the collection points to the reservoirs. The

capital cost of on-shore and off-shore CO2 pipes wasmodelled

through a linear relationship between cost per km and

diameter of the pipelines whichwas obtained as an average of

the two curves (high and low) for offshore and onshore pipes

described in Ref. [25]. Collection points are on-shore locations

near the reservoirs from where offshore pipelines reaching

the reservoirs begin. Following Ref. [26] this paper takes into

account three CO2 reservoirs around the UK. Maximum ca-

pacity for each reservoir was sourced from Ref. [27]. Table E2

shows the CO2 reservoirs modelled in this study and the re-

gions where collection points for each reservoir are located.

Finally, a tax on CO2 emissions is introduced based on the

results from theMARKAL runs presented in Ref. [24]. The level

of the tax corresponds to the marginal abatement cost within

a least-cost energy system transition that meets the UK’s

carbon reduction targets. The level of the tax is thus consis-

tent with the carbon intensity of electricity, which is drawn

from the same MARKAL scenario. The level of the tax across

years is shown in Fig. E4.
2 As this logistic implies over 50,000 vehicles in 2010, based on
the UK vehicle fleet of 30 million vehicles (see Ref. [31]), we as-
sume that 10,000 vehicles enter the market in 2020, and the
number of FCVs grows linearly to 2035, at which point it reaches a
2.5% market share. From that point onward, we assume logistic
growth, until all passenger market is taken by hydrogen.

3 Data can be found in Ref. [35] for England and Wales, in Ref.
[36] for Northern Ireland and in Ref. [37] for Scotland. As each
attribute implies the use of three different variables defined in
the Census, one for each group of countries comprised in the
United Kingdom, the detailed sources of the variable used in the
study are not mentioned here, although they are available upon
request.
4. Total demand for hydrogen

In order to generate a plausible scenario of diffusion of

hydrogen into the transport sector, we adopt a logistic diffu-

sion model [28] and following the main view from the litera-

ture e see for example Ref. [2] or Ref. [10] e we assume that

hydrogen vehicles can ultimately reach 100% of the stock.

Following Agnolucci and McDowall [1] we temper the opti-

mism in the literature by selecting a hydrogen demand sce-

nario (namely the ‘high policy support, modest learning

scenario’ scenario from the HyWays European Hydrogen [29])

that does not postulate introduction of hydrogen unfolding at

a quicker pace than those observed in historical analogies (for

a discussion of rates of transition for alternative fuelled ve-

hicles, see Ref. [30]).

As described in Agnolucci and McDowall [1], we use an

energy systems model, namely UK MARKAL, to provide an

indication as to when hydrogen might be introduced so that

the transition is consistent with a broader analysis of cost-

optimal decarbonisation trajectories. MARKAL inputs are

taken from the scenario presented in Refs. [24], in which
hydrogen FCVs become cost-effective from 2040 onwards. As

some consumers are likely to be less price-sensitive and eager

to adopt new, innovative technologies beforehand, transitions

from energy system model like MARKAL are likely to be con-

servativewith respect to thedate ofmarket entry (seeRef. [30]).

As studies on the diffusion of innovations [28] have suggested

that around 2.5% of consumers are likely to act as ‘innovators’,

we assume that a 2.5%market share (of such ‘innovators’) can

be reached in 2035 and we propose a logistic curve with the

parameter estimated from the aforementioned scenario in

HyWays and passing through 2.5% market share in 2035.2
4.1. Spatial distribution of hydrogen demand

A number of factors related to the technological specification

of the vehicles and the socio-economic characteristics of the

adopters are expected to be relevant in the adoption of FCVs

[32]. Among the attributes discussed in Melendez and Mil-

brandt [33], we consider access to cars, education, commuting

distance and household income. All of these attributes are

expected to have a positive impact on the diffusion of FCVs.

We also believe that the diffusion of FCVs will be facilitated by

high population density e higher number of potential

adopters which can be served by a given infrastructure e and

size of the population as it can be considered as a proxy for

market size [34].

Data to implement the socio-economic attributes above e

see Table 1 e were collected from the latest available UK

Census.3 Following Ref. [33], scores from 1 (least favourable to

hydrogen) to 5 (most favourable to hydrogen) for each attri-

butes used in the study were constructed (by using the Clas-

sInt package in R) for each geographical area and combined

into one single mark for each area by simple averaging. The

results from the scoring exercise are shown in Table C1 in

Appendix C and graphically in Fig. 2. Hydrogen is expected

to penetrate the passenger transport sector first in the South

East of England and then develop along a corridor going from

Manchester to London, including all the areas in between,

with the exception of West Midlands. The third group of area

in the hydrogen uptake includes Wales, some parts of

Northern England andWestMidlands. The next group of areas

comprises large parts of Scotland, South Yorkshire in the

North, Devon in the South West, and Northern Ireland.

Finally, the last group of areas comprises the area at the very

South West and North of the UK as well as those in the very

north of England. It is interesting to notice that our score

based on socio-economic factors also generates a scenario
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Table 1 e Socio-economic attributes thought to influence
the adoption of hydrogen vehicles and related variables.

Attribute Variable

Access to cars Percentage of households with two

or more vehicles

Education Percentage of population with higher

level qualifications

Commuting distance Average commuting distance per

person in miles

Household income Gross disposable household income

per head at 2001 basic prices

Population Number of persons

Population density Number of person per hectare
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with spatial continuity in the diffusion of hydrogen although

this was by no means guaranteed by the adopted approach.

Information from the ranking above is used to assign a set

of 5 logistics to the geographical areas described above.

Hydrogen is introduced in the most promising areas in 2020

and in the least promising ones 10 years later. Based on the

typically faster rate of diffusion in late adopting regions [38],

catching up occurs through a higher growth rate in the logis-

tics for the area where hydrogen is introduced at a later stage.

In order to compute hydrogen demand we have estimated

million passenger kilometres for each area by allocating traffic

figures from Refs. [31,39] for Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, respectively, on the basis of data on commuting dis-

tance. Given the traffic figures for each area, the logistics have

been applied to identify the passenger kilometres travelled by

using hydrogen from which we computed hydrogen demand

by using efficiency for FCVs from Ref. [40]. The result of this

procedure is shown in Fig. 3.
5. Description of scenarios

A number of scenarios have been developed using SHIPMod to

test the implications of major uncertainties in the develop-

ment of a hydrogen transportation system. The baseline sce-

nario uses the hydrogen fuel demand projections, resource

costs and technology characteristics outlined in the previous

sections. In addition to the base case, four alternative sce-

narios described in Table 2 have been generated to examine

uncertainty related to hydrogen demand characteristics and

evolution, and technology and resource availability. As

pointed out by a referee, the main driving factor to introduce

hydrogen as transportation fuel is to enable its decarbon-

isation. In order to reach decarbonisation, hydrogen may be

produced by wind and solar plants, both of them requiring

electrolysis. The fact that this production technology is never

selected by SHIPMod implies that renewable electricity will be

cost-competitive only if power from wind and solar plants is

cheaper than the power price used in this study. Thismaywell

be the case for wind from particular good locations or surplus

renewable electricity which cannot find any other use in the

system. Renewable electricity will generally be more costs

competitive in the future due to technological learning,

economies of scales and increased carbon price. As an

extension of the current work it would be particularly
interesting to assess the electricity price at which electrolysis

is selected by SHIPMod and discuss the implications in term of

the cost of renewable electricity.
6. Discussion of results

6.1. The base case: production and costs of hydrogen

Hydrogen production in the base case is dominated by SMR

with CCS and medium-sized biomass gasification plants (see

Fig. 4). A marginal role is played by distributed and small SMR

plant without CCS. No hydrogen is produced via electrolysis or

from coal with CCS. The early phases are dominated by

medium-sized biomass gasification plants although a number

of distributed SMR plants are also built. In 2035, demand has

risen sufficiently to support a large SMR plant with CCS. As

demand grows and SHIPMod is able to benefit from scale

economies arising from larger production facilities, undis-

counted costs per unit hydrogen fall over time.

6.2. Patterns across space: the trade-off between
production scale and transport costs

The spatial pattern of hydrogen demand results in trade-offs

between production and transportation costs with larger

plants producing hydrogen at a lower cost but incurring

higher transportation costs. Faced with this trade-off, SHIP-

Mod shows a tendency for large production facilities located

in central regions in or close to regions with high demand,

where they are able to service a considerable demand within

relatively short distances. Small and distributed production

facilities are established in peripheral regionswhere transport

costs become prohibitive. This is clearly illustrated in the base

case (see Fig. 5) although the overall patterns of hydrogen

production are similar inmost scenarios with the exception of

the high demand scenario where the majority of hydrogen is

produced from medium-sized bio-hydrogen plants which are

more cost-effective than large plants due to the very small

distribution area they need to cover due to the relatively high

demand in this scenario.

Examining hydrogen flows between regions as a propor-

tion of total hydrogen production (Fig. 6) shows that most

hydrogen is not produced locally but delivered to the region by

tanker or trailer. The exception is the ‘clustered demand’

scenario, which sees no trucked hydrogen in the first period,

because production facilities are located in the regions where

hydrogen is first deployed, i.e. regions containing the UK’s

largest urban centres. The importance of distribution grows

over time in this scenario, like in many of the other scenario,

with the exception of the high demand scenario where

medium-sized local plants become cost-effective leading to a

declining share of trucked hydrogen as time goes by.

The importance of transportationdand in particular

transportation costsdis also clear from an examination of the

hydrogen form, LH2 and GH2, chosen by SHIPMod. As most

scenarios are dominated by LH2 produced in large centralised

plants, the additional transportation costs of GH2 are clearly

more important than the additional liquefaction costs, with

the exception of peripheral regions such as Northern Ireland
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Fig. 2 e Geographical areas considered in this study. Shading indicates the demand score, while the numbers provide a key

to region names, provided in Table C1.
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and Cornwall, where small quantities of GH2 are produced in

distributed plants. Two scenarios present revealing excep-

tions to this overall trend. In the high demand scenario there

is sufficient demand in a number of regions to support

medium-sized biomass gasification plant. As imports

decrease as time goes by, the model prefers to build cheaper

GH2 production plants rather than LH2. In the clustered de-

mand scenario, SHIPMod builds relatively cheaper GH2
production plants to satisfy demand in the major demand

centres. However, demand in late-comer regions is met either

by local production from small distributed SMRplants, or from

two LH2 plants, one built in the north of England, another in

south-central England.

The spatial pattern of demand across regions has also a

strong effect on costs, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The total dis-

counted costs of hydrogen supply are 10% higher in the diffuse

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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Fig. 3 e Daily demand for hydrogen split according to order of areas penetrated by hydrogen.
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scenario compared with the clustered one. This cost differ-

ential is particularly large in the early periods, with the costs

per kilogram of hydrogen in the diffuse scenario 25% greater

than in the clustered scenario.

As a result of the trade-off between production costs and

transport costs, the low level of demand and its spatial

dispersion, the model leaves significant production capacity

unused in all scenarios. This result is driven by scale econo-

mies associated with larger plants and the costs associated

with transporting hydrogen from one region to another which

prevents the model from simply building a single large plant,

and using it to maximum capacity by exporting hydrogen to

all the other regions. Due to the large difference between

minimum and maximum production capacity, large plants
Table 2 e Scenarios discussed in this study and their characte

Scenario name Scenario characteristics

Base case The base case scenario is using the tech

and demand characteristics as described

Diffuse demand Total demand for hydrogen is the same

case, but in this scenario it is equally ap

each region, based on population.

Clustered demand Total demand for hydrogen is the same

case, but demand is spatially clustered o

regions, i.e. the four major urban region

the West Midlands, south-west Scotland

Manchester-Merseyside. Demand outsid

these regions is built up later and more

High demand Demand is increased five-fold, but with

spatial distribution as the base case. Thi

in a demand trajectory within the range

those discussed in the literature, but wit

much faster rate of deployment than in

No biomass Same as the base case, but with no biom

available for H2 production.
may become cost effective compared to smaller plants despite

leaving a considerable amount of capacity unused. This re-

sults in a pattern by which spare capacity falls as demand

grows until a threshold is crossed for an additional invest-

ment in a large new plant, which increases the space capacity

(see Fig. 8). This high level of spare capacity is a logical feature

of a system that is required to meet low and spatially diffused

demands that are characteristic of the early stages of an

infrastructure transition. This point tends to bewell known by

those investigating the deployment of hydrogen refuelling

technologies, but is often not well represented in systems

models, such as the MARKAL/TIMES family of models, that

lack detailed spatial disaggregation and integer variable rep-

resenting investments.
ristics.

Reason for inclusion

nologies

in Section 3.

A base case against which other

scenarios can be compared.

as the base

portioned to

Assessing the impact of geographical

dispersion of demand on the optimal

configuration of the system.

as the base

n ‘leading’

s: London,

, and

e of

slowly.

the same

s results

of

h a

the baseline.

Assessing the impact of the level of

demand on the optimal configuration

of the system.

ass Assessing the optimal configuration

of the system in case biomass was not

available e included because of the

observed importance of hydrogen

production from biomass in model runs.
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Fig. 4 e Hydrogen production in the base case scenario. Fig. 6 e Proportion of production that is transported

between regions (%) rather than produced locally, in

different scenarios.
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6.3. Technological uncertainties: roles of bioenergy and
CCS

The ‘no biomass’ scenario results in a complete reliance on

natural gas for hydrogen production, with SMR plants of

various sizes built across the country. In this scenario, SHIP-

Mod introduces CCSmuch earlier than in other scenarios, and

at a smaller scale, building two medium-sized SMReCCS

plants by 2025, as well as a single large SMReCCS plant later

on. This is unsurprising, as unabated small and medium SMR

plants would incur excessive carbon costs, and electrolysis

still incurs relatively high carbon costs until the grid has

decarbonised from around 2030. In terms of the evolution of

CCS plant and pipeline capacity, see Fig. 9, an initial medium

SMReCCS plant is built between major centres Birmingham

and London in 2020, with a pipeline taking CO2 to the reservoir
Fig. 5 e Evolution of supply in the base cas
in the southern North Sea. In 2025, an additional medium

SMReCCS plant is constructed in Lancashire. By 2035, suffi-

cient additional demand has developed to justify a third, and

now large SMReCCS plant in central England. This additional

plant makes use of the existing CO2 pipeline capacity, and is

constructed on the route of the pipeline to the southern North

Sea reservoir.

6.4. Limitations of the analysis and areas of further
research

In interpreting the results, it is important to highlight a

number of limitations of SHIPMod. Firstly, there is the general

caution thatdas with any optimisation model exploring
e scenario (first and last model period).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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Fig. 7 e Undiscounted costs of delivered hydrogen over time in different scenarios (left) total discounted costs across the

model time horizon (right).

Fig. 8 e Spare capacity as a proportion of total capacity.
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possible future scenariosdthe input data is all highly uncer-

tain. Secondly, the model does not include hydrogen pipe-

lines, a major option for hydrogen infrastructure. We plan to

address this omission in future work. As the inclusion of

hydrogen pipelines may enable more cost-effective use of

large, centralised hydrogen production technologies by

reducing long-distance high-volume transport costs, the

omission of such pipelinesmay cause an overstatement of the

costs of hydrogen presented here, and of the levels of un-used

capacity.
Fig. 9 e Evolution of the CCS network in the ‘no biomass’ scena

pipelines. Light shaded regions contain a medium-sized SMRe

SMReCCS plant.
More fundamentally, the reliance on an exogenous

hydrogen demand curve is a clear limitation of this type of

approach. Fuel demand is strongly influenced by its costs,

relative to the other options, but the use of an exogenous

demand forecast prevents any feedback between supply and

demand. In this paper, we have attempted to improve on

previous modelling practice of HSCs by deriving demand as-

sumptions from a coherent analysis of energy system possi-

bilities, and by ensuring that demand assumptions are thus

consistent with other key parameters such as carbon prices

and the carbon intensity of electricity through the use of the

results from the MARKAL run described in Dodds and McDo-

wall [24]. However, it would be preferable to soft-link the

SHIPMod to the energy systemsmodel, so that H2 demand can

respond to the infrastructure costs generated by SHIPMod.

Thiswould require iteration between the twomodels, building

on the approach previously adopted by Rosenberg et al. [41].

A final point concerns the perfect-foresight formulation. As

is typical in optimisation models of this kind, SHIPMod opti-

mises over the full time horizon. In the real world, decision-

makers do not act with perfect foresight. Rather, they hedge

in the face of uncertainty, and those making risky in-

vestments require compensation for the risk that they take

ondresulting in higher costs of capital. In effect, these risk

effects may result in returns to scale: as a transition unfolds,

investor confidence in the future success of hydrogen builds,

and costs of capital fall. An alternative would be a completely

myopic model, in which optimisation of each period took
rio over the 2020e2035 time period. Black lines represent

CCS plant. The dark-shaded region contains a large

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.06.071
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place sequentially, although this would neglect the role of

actor expectations about future trends.
7. Conclusions

This paper presented an optimisation-based framework for

the design of hydrogen supply chain and CCS pipeline net-

works over a long planning horizon. The overall problem has

been formulated as a multi-period, mixed integer linear pro-

gramming model, while a hierarchical procedure has been

proposed for tackling efficiently the resulting large-scale

optimisation problems. We draw a number of conclusions.

First, despite some articles in the literature emphasising

the potential for hydrogen to facilitate a decentralised energy

system, our model shows a tendency for large production fa-

cilities. Small and distributed production facilities are estab-

lished only in peripheral regions where transport costs

become prohibitive. The trade-off between production and

transportation costs is an important factor determining the

preference for large plants, the consequent high levels of H2

imported into most regions and the preference for liquid

hydrogen, as its lower transportation costs more than

compensate the costs of liquefaction.

Secondly, we discovered that varying the level and the

spatial pattern of demand has significant impacts on both the

optimal supply system and on the overall costs of delivered

hydrogen. These are important results because demand

assumptionsdparticularly the spatial pattern of

demanddtend to be downplayed in the literature, despite

having clear implications for transition strategies of hydrogen

in the passenger vehicle sector. Highly clustered demand

which is rather cheaper to service than highly diffused de-

mand shifts the preference of the model to gaseous hydrogen

rather than liquid hydrogen, due the lower importance of

transport costs caused by shorter length of the average haul.

Depending on the number of clusters and their relative size,

medium-sized production plants can become more cost-

effective than large plants because of the smaller need for

transportation. Similarly, a high level of demand makes

medium-sized production become cost-effective and

hydrogen tends to be produced in gaseous form because of the

relatively small catchment areas for each plant.

In term of model development, a clear way to improve the

model presented here consists in the introduction of pipelines

to deliver hydrogen. In addition, as result of our findings

related to the effect of different spatial and temporal pattern

of demand on configuration of Hydrogen Supply Chains, it

would be beneficial to link SHIPMod with an energy system

model in order to systematically assess the effect of different

level of hydrogen demands resulting from an optimised en-

ergy system on the infrastructure required to meet that

demand.
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